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PURPLE TEAMING
THE BEST DEFENSE IS AN INFORMED DEFENSE
Purple Teaming takes the concept of Red Teaming one step further by creating a collaborative environment to simulate
attacks, measure the eﬃcacy of defenses, and rapidly iterate improvements to increase resiliency and defense.
Let Damovo Be Your Guide…
Damovo, together with our cybersecurity division Lares, can help your organisation validate its security posture
through oﬀensive security focused services such as collaborative eﬀort purple teaming, table-top scenarios,
defensive control analysis, defensive capability measurement and improvement, and complex adversarial
simulations. We leverage our team of senior consultants to partner with businesses and prepare internal teams to
measure the organisation’s defensive maturity, and advance its security program. Each client is approached as an
individual and we provide custom solutions that align with the organisation’s program goals.

PURPLE TEAMING OFFERINGS

PURPLE TEAMING /
COLLABORATIVE EFFORT

DEFENSIVE CONTROL ANALYSIS

TABLE-TOP SCENARIO &
PLANNING
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DEFENSIVE CAPABILITY
MEASUREMENT & IMPROVEMENT

ADVERSARIAL SIMULATION

Purple Teaming / Collaborative Eﬀort
Through collaboration, our engineers will leverage your existing infrastructure and technologies
to produce high fidelity and actionable alerts based on the full attack chain and associated postexploitation scenarios. Damovo will help ensure that system logging, detection, and alerting
capabilities are appropriately configured by conducting real-world attacks used by advanced
persistent threat actors.
Defensive Control Analysis
Gain insight into the value of your currently deployed security products with Damovo. Our
engineers can identify security coverage blind spots or redundancy by mapping your security
controls to a range of compliance frameworks and industry best practices. In many cases, we
can help uncover existing technical controls that satisfy security program requirements without
additional investment.
Defensive Capability Measurement & Improvement
Working with your staﬀ to help benchmark its current maturity level, we can provide clear
and actionable steps to incrementally increase security capabilities within the organisation. To
minimise disruption within the business, Damovo will help your organisation implement positive,
yet subtle, changes to your people, processes, and technology.
Table-Top Scenario & Planning
We will work with your business to develop robust scenarios based on actual incidents that are
relevant to your unique environment and industry. These table-top exercises and response plans
help ensure that your organisation can close identified gaps and eﬀectively address security
incidents should they occur.
Adversarial Simulation
Our highly experienced engineers will work collaboratively with your security team to perform
real-world attack scenarios that emulate live attackers and ensuring cyber-security incidents don’t
go unnoticed.

About Damovo & Lares
Lares is Damovo’s cybersecurity division. All of the Lares engineers are required to meet a minimum baseline
standard of eight years information security fieldwork before joining the team. Together we help companies secure
electronic, physical, intellectual, and financial assets through a unique blend of assessment, testing, and coaching.
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